In this paper we present a n observer-based adaptive control scheme for robot manipulators, for which we have both unmeasured velocity and uncertain parameters. Using the observer backstepping method, a reducedader adaptive velocity observer can be designed independently from the srate-feedback controller; which uses damping terms to compensate the presence of the estimation error in the tracking error dynamics. The resulting closed-loop system is semiglobally asymptotically stable with respect to the estimation error and tracking errors. Furthermore a simulated example shows the performance of the control scheme applied to a two-link manipulator.
Introduction
The problem of output-feedback adaptive control for robot manipulators is hard to solve with traditional methods. Some results have been stated for systems in output-feedback form, in which the nonlinearities depend only on the measured output, and the unmeasured states are not wupled with the unknown parameters. Krstic et al. [3] have developed some output feedback adaptive control schemes for these systems, using K-filters and tuning functions, or gradient-least square identifiers, together with the backstepping method. Unfortunately, robot systems cannot in general be written in this form, as the nonlinearities depend strongly on the velocity, that we how the adaptive observer can be designed independently from the control law, using observervectorial backstepping. Such a solution has been already used by Fossen and Grovlen for control of dynamically positioned ships 121. It allows the a d a p tive observer to be designed independently from the state-feedback controller. The main idea of the method is to apply the backstepping to the error between the desired velocity and the estimated velocity, and compensate the estimation error terms that appear in the tracking error dynamics with nonlinear damping, as they were disturbances. Furthermore, the proposed control scheme is applied in a simulation to a two-link manipulator, to show ita performance.
System Model and Properties
Model equations of a n-links rigid-body motion robotic system can be written in matrix form as
M ( q ) i j + C ( q , q ) q + G ( d = I
(1) q angular positions q E R" q angular velocities q E Rn q angular accelerations q E R" with M (q) moment of inertia M E R " ' " C(q, q)q Coriolis, centripetal and frictional forces C E R "~"
It is assumed that only the positions q are available for measurement. The matrices in Eq.
(1) have the following important properties:
suppose to-be unmeasured, and there is further coupling between velocity and inertial Parameters, which could be uncertain or completely unknown. 'dt E R .
(2)
We define the state vector as
then, from Eq. (1) we can write
3 The reduced-order adaptive observer
Consider a reduced-order adaptive observer for estimating the angular velocity and the unknown parameter vector, when the angle is measurable. The observer equation [l] is given by where pT(q, PI, w) is the regressor determined by property 5 and r > 0 is a diagonal gain matrix.
Stability of the observer
The following theorem establishes the stability properties for the above observer 111:
Theorem 1 Consider the observer (6) with the adaptation law (7). Define 
Observer Backstepping
Consider the robot equation (l) , and suppose that the estimates of the unmeasured velocity x l and the unknown parameters 0 are given by the a d a p tive observer (6) and (7). Define a smooth reference trajectory Qd satisfying
and the first error variable 21 = q -q d . We have
The main idea of backstepping is to choose one of that the state variables as virtual control. It turns out
is an excellent choice for the virtual control. 41 is defined as the sum of the next error variable ZZ, and al which can be interpreted as a stabilizing function. Hence
We choose the following stabilizing function
where C1 E R""" is a strictly positive constant feedback design matrix, usually diagonal, and D1 E Rnx" is a positive diagonal damping matrix defined as
where
n). The damping term
-Dlzl has been added because i.1 in (14) can be treated as a disturbance term to be compensated. Then we can write
The next step is to specify the desired dynamics of zz; frum (15). we have 
where G E RnX" is a strictly positive constant feedback design matrix, usually diagonal. Substituting (21) into (20), we have 2 2 = -G22-Dzzz-z1+Qi1
The damping matrix Dz E Rnx" is defined in terms of the rows of where we have used the fact that zTEz = 0, and property 2. Now, using (7), property 4 and adding the zero term . .
I -
. . 
F(s)
Furthermore the observer-controller parameters and the initial conditions are
The velocity estimate provided by the reducedorder adaptive observer a t the ith time instant is calculated with (64) and (65) where Results in figures 1,2 and 3 show a good behaviour of the proposed adaptive observer-controller, even if the input torques have high peaks in the very first seconds, due to the initial velocity estimation
(39) error.
I Discussion
In 1996 Lim et al. 161 have presented an output feedback control scheme for robot manipulators, based on an observed integrator backstepping procedure, which achieves semiglobal exponential stability for tracking errors. The adaptive observercontroller proposed in this paper is an extension of that result, covering also parameter uncertainties and smooth time-varying parameters, thanks to the adaptation law. Furthermore, it allows us to eliminate the need of tachometers, that are required by adaptive controllers 141 and introduce some noise anyway. With sensor noise, controller gains are not allowed to be high, so it results in larger tracking errors, and velocity filtering can be only partially a solution because of the introduced time delay that can not be accepted in high performance tracking. A passivity-based approach for designing observer-based adaptive robot control is shown by Berghuis in 151, by using a bounded adaptation law, but achieving only stability for the tracking error dynamics. Instead, as pointed out above, the control scheme presented in this paper achieves asymptotic stability both for the estimation error and the tracking errors.
Conclusion
An output feedback adaptive control scheme for robot manipulators has been presented, that allows the separate design of the adaptive observer &om the state-feedback controller. By applying Lyapunov stability theory, for the closed-loop system semiglobal asymptotic stability has been proven, with respect to position and velocity tracking errors and velocity estimation error. Using this approach, the behaviour of the closed-loop system seems to be good even for small observer gains.
that means low sensitivity to noise and smooth control signals.
Appendix A-Proof of Theorem 1
Consider the Lyapunov function
v ( e ( t ) ) = p T ( t ) P e ( t ) , where e ( t ) = ( i~( t ) P ( t ) )' 
The system of integral (58) and (61), together with initial conditions Pl(t0) and 6(to), provides an equivalent version of the adaptive observer (6) and (7), but is also not implementable since the evaluation of Sit) in (61) involves the differentiation of the joint position q ( t ) . From (58) and (61), it follows that for an arbitrary fixed time interval A > 0, we have because all the quadratic terms in (67) are less than or equal to zero.
l ( t ) = % ( t -A ) + K [ q ( t ) -q ( t -
A
